We construct N -soliton solution for the random-time Toda equation, which is a generalization of discrete Toda lattice such that the lattice interval with respect to time is an arbitrary function in time.
Introduction
In this article, we consider the nonlinear difference equation given by 
where n and t are the independent variables, A t n and B t n are the dependent variables and λ t is an arbitrary function of t, respectively. Equation (1) is equivalent to the following equation
where the variables are related as
respectively. Equation (1) or (2) reduces to the discrete-time Toda equation proposed by Hirota [2] when λ t is a constant. Equation (1) was proposed by Spiridonov and Zhedanov in [13] , where the equation is called as just "discrete Toda lattice". On the other hand, equation (2) was proposed by Hirota [5] , and called as "the random-time Toda equation", since the arbitrary function δ t corresponds to the lattice interval with respect to time. In this article, we shall use the latter name, since the former name is usually used for the case where λ t is a constant. The random-time Toda equation is written in the Lax form L t+1 n R t+1 n
where L t n and R t n are difference operators defined by
respectively. The Lax equation (4) is the compatibility condition of the spectral problem
where x is a spectral parameter and Ψ t n a wave function. We note that the wave function satisfy the second order difference equation in n
As for the solutions, it is known that the discrete Toda lattice (when λ t is a constant) admit two kinds of determinant solutions. One is the Hankel type determinant solution, in which the lattice site n appears as the determinant size [3, 6] . Another one is the Casorati determinant solution which describes soliton-type solutions [4] . In this solution, the determinant size corresponds to the number of solitons. The Hankel type determinant solution for the random-time Toda equation on the semi-infinite lattice was constructed in [10] . The purpose of this article is to present explicit N -soliton solutions for the random-time Toda equation in the form of Casorati determinant.
Soliton solutions for random-time Toda equation
For any N ∈ Z >0 , we first define N × N Casorati determinants τ t n and σ t n as
where the entries ϕ t i (n) and ψ t i (n) (i = 1, . . . , N ) satisfy linear relations
with µ t being an arbitrary function of t, and P t i given by
For N = 0, we put τ t n = σ t n = 1. Then the main result of this article is given as follows:
Theorem 1 For τ t n defined above, the functions
satisfy the random-time Toda equation (1) .
As was pointed out in [9, 10] , the auxiliary τ function σ t n plays an essential role although it does not appear in the final result. 
Theorem 1 is a direct consequence of Proposition 2. Actually, multiplying 1 − (µ t µ t−1 )
Multiplying equation (17) by τ t n τ t n+1 and using equation (15), we have
Dividing equation (18) 
, we obtain the first equation of equation (1). The second equation is an identity under the variable transformation (14) .
Remark 3 (1) If we choose the functions ϕ
respectively, where
, N ) are parameters, we have the N -soliton solution.
(2) In the case where µ t is a constant, the bilinear equations (15) and (16) are reduced to
which is the bilinear equation of the discrete Toda lattice [2] . Indeed, the N -soliton solution is also reduced that for discrete Toda lattice. 
Equation (22) is the spectral problem equation (7) 
Proof of Proposition 2
In this section we prove Proposition 2 by using the technique developed in [11, 12] . The bilinear equations (15) and (16) are reduced to the Plücker relations, which are quadratic identity among the determinants whose columns are properly shifted. Therefore, we first prepare such difference formulae that express shifted determinants in terms of τ or σ. For simplicity, we introduce notation [1] 
where the symbols k t andk t are column vectors given by
respectively.
Lemma 4
The following formulae hold:
(1 − µ t−1 µ t )(
where the symbolk t is the column vector given bỹ
Proof of Lemma 4:
We first note that ϕ t i (n) and ψ t i (n) also satisfy the linear relations
which follow from equations (10)- (12) . Equation (25) is nothing but the definition. Equation (26) is derived as follows: Subtracting (j + 1)-th column multiplied by µ t−1 from j-th column of τ t−1 n for j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, and using equation (10), we have
which is equation (26). Moreover, multiplying µ t−1 to the N -th column of right hand side of equation (26) and using equation (10), we have
which is nothing but equation (27). Equations (28) and (29) can be proved in similar manner by using equation (33). Equation (30) can be proved as follows: first notice that σ t n is rewritten as
which is shown in similar manner by using equation (32). We also note that ϕ t i (n) and ψ t i (n) satisfy the relation,
(
which can be derived by eliminating ϕ t i (n − 1) from equation (32) with n being replaced by n − 1 and equation (12) . Then multiplying (1 − µ t µ t−1 ) to the N -th column of the right hand side of equation (34) and using equation (35), we obtain
which is equation (30). This completes the proof of Lemma 4. Now consider the following identity of 2N × 2N determinant:
Applying the Laplace expansion to left hand side of equation (36) and using Lemma 4, we obtain
which is the bilinear equation (15). The bilinear equation (16) can be proved by the similar technique. We prepare the following difference formulae:
The following formulae hold.
Proof. of Lemma 5: Equations (37) and (38) are equivalent to equations (26) and (27), respectively. Equation (39) is the same as equation (34). Equation (40) can be derived by using equation (32) after multiplying µ t−1 to the N -th column of the right hand side of equation (37). In order to prove equation (41), we note the following relation between ϕ t i (n) and ψ
which can be obtained by eliminating ϕ t−1 i (n) from equation (10) with t being replaced by t − 1 and equation (11) . Multiplying µ t−1 − µ t on the N -th column of τ t−1 n+1 and using equation (42), we obtain equation (41). This completes the proof of Lemma 5.
The bilinear equation (16) is derived by applying the Laplace expansion to left hand side of the following identity
and using Lemma 5. This completes the proof of Proposition 2 and thus Theorem 1.
Concluding remarks
In this article we have presented the N -soliton solution to the random-time Toda equation (1) . The random-time Toda equation can be regarded as a generalization of the discrete Toda lattice such that the lattice interval is an arbitrary function. We note that the similar generalization has been proposed for the discrete relativistic Toda lattice [14] , whose solution has been discussed in [9] for the case of semi-infinite lattice. Such idea of non-autonomous generalization of discrete soliton equations by extending the lattice interval has been first discussed in [7, 8] for discrete two-dimensional Toda lattice, based on the bilinear formalism. Since the discrete Toda lattice appears as a reduction of discrete two-dimensional Toda lattice, it is natural to expect that the random-time Toda equation should have been discovered also in this context. However, in [7, 8] , the generalization is restricted to q-difference case so that the reduction gives only q-cylindrical Toda lattice, which is not non-autonomous essentially. Now the reason is clear: clever introduction of auxiliary τ function (σ t n in this article) is essential. Careful investigation of this machinery may lead to various generalization of discrete soliton equations and their solutions. This problem will be discussed in forthcoming articles.
